Discover Poznań on the HISTORY BUS and
TRAM!
Discover Poznań with us in an unusual way - take a ride on the Historical Bus or Tram and visit the
city’s many sights. It’s very simple - hop on the bus or tram at any of its stops, listen about the
history of the sights you pass along the way (in Polish, English and German audio version) and hop
off whenever you like.
Visit the spots you fancy at your own pace, relax over a cup of coffee and St Martin’s croissant, taste
the local restaurants’ specialties and then - hop back on the bus or tram. You decide what you want
you see and when!

How does it work?
●
●
●

Buy a single ticket and discover Poznań
Hop on and off at any stop
The audio system tells you about the sights located en route of the bus (audio in Polish, English
and German)

Ticket prices:
Ticket

adult

discounted*

family**

hop-on hop- off

8 zł

6 zł

24 zł

3 zł

12 zł

one-way ticket
*children under 16
** for 5 people including 2 adults

4 zł

Tickets can only be purchased onboard the bus no. 100 and the tram no. 0 from the staff. Daily
tickets for tourist lines are not valid for regular lines.
The hop-on hop-off ticket entitles to use both lines 100 (historical buses) and 0 (historical trams).

The history buses and trams operate on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays from the end of April
till the end of September.

Buses no. 100 operate from 12:00am till 5:45pm every 40 minutes, departures from the
train station Poznań Główny (Main Train Station)
NIGHT ROUTE* - Departures from ZEYLANDA stop at 9:00pm runs on the following days: 25.05,
22.06, 20.07, 17.08, 14.09 | *operated as line 200

Trams no. 0 operate: from 11:50am - 5:25pm, departures from Zajezdnia Madalińskiego.
NIGHT ROUTE* - Departures from ZEYLANDA stop at 9:00pm runs on the following days: 11.05,
08.06, 06.07, 03.08, 31.08, 28.09 | *operated as line 0N

The most important tourist attractions on the route of the bus no. 100:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

National Museum
Kaiser's Castle
Old Brewery
Maltańskie Lake
Maltanka Park Railway
Cathedral Island
Malta Thermal Bath
New Zoo
Citadel Park
Old Market Square

The most important tourist attractions on the route of the tram no. 0:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Old Market Square
Raczyński Library
National Museum
Poznań Public Transport Museum
Great Theater
Kaiser's Castle

INFORMATION:
+48 61 646 33 44
www.ztm.poznan.pl

